Cosmic harp, Very powerfull instrument
For working with cosmic energies, cleansing the sourrounding
of a flat, best to be used with 3 persons who know about
natural energies, 1 person standing at a distance to all 3 parts
of the harp, keep your hands into this direction, building a
circles with your arms and let the energy flow between you
and the harp and the sourrounding area. The whole structure
of energe around will get an other level. Best working in a flat
with an energy pyramid, harp and pyramids get adapted to
each other. 1 feet high + acryl tube with 2 plates + cristal ball
(not in the Foto),
Meditation rings - very good to find inner center, for inner
concentration. Learn people how to use theier own energy.
You can give it to 2 persons, man and his wife for exemple,
everybody taking 1 ring, go into deep meditation for better
understanding what is ability of man and woman, man and
wife, - including galvanisation with gold
Vidaya, very powerfull energy for protection against bad
vibrations, bad influences from other people, from black
magic, place it with its antenna to the south-east direction,
direction to planet Venus!
It is pulling down lots of positive energy from Venus,
to be made only after demand for a certain place, and after
payment. Galvanisation with nickel or
galvanisation nickel + 2. Galv. with gold

This deity communicator is sold, I cannot remake
it!
Fountain from Atlantis,
Working with the old cleansing energies which
have been used about 12.000 years ago in the
temples of Atlantis for cleaning and regeneration
people from magnetic illness and disturbances.
Just stand in front of it and put your hands slowly
inside the circle, go through the horizontal level
and keep your hands some time inside. You will
feel strong changes, floating energies going
through your arms, your body, If people have bad influences in their energy they
will get cleaned. If someone is under influence of
black magic, as long as you are in contact with this
energy fountain, nobody can reach you with his
mind! The bad energy will get reflected on ist
producer. Very good effect to get out of bad
vibrations.
The new models are always delivered with the
power axe of Horus, diagonal in the columne,
direction of the columne should be from SW to NO,
Direction of the fountain can be directed to all 4
regions N / E / S / W. The ball of rosecristal must
be always to your right hand, standing in front of it see picture and think you are standing in front of it,.
Putting your hands inside!
New models are sold only in galvanisation with
gold, all included (2 big acryl disc, tube 3 feet,
fountain with roserock ball, big rock cristal, and at
the basis inside the tube ball of ocean jaspis from
Madagascar

Chakraman,
Very powerfull and interesting instrument
for learning and for regulation the energy
in the different chakras of somebody.
Just make exercises like yoga and
meditation, then place one person in front
of it, the arms open into the direction of
the Chakraman, fell the floating energies
bwtween you and the object!
And then second person sitting aside will
moove the basic tube with the rock
cristall ball from the position at the end (=
symbole of your shushumna) to the
position over the rose rock ball. Feel the
powerfull floating and regulation of your
energies! Very helpfull to teachers for
energy healing.
I have sold up to now only about 10
Chakraman, but all to European energy
teachers,
See pictures of the last piece sold to a
French Chi Gong Master on his castle
“Chateau Beaumont”.

This is also a deity communicator,
my big swingung blue trumpet!
One time some years ago I got into close channeling
contact to high devine forces, it was not from Horus, but it
was reminding me to old Indian times, they gave me
detailed pictures and informations how to realize this
instrument. It was really difficult. It took me several days
of meditation to get clear with all details, and I am shure I
will not remake it, there will be always only one such
deity instrument!
Just stand behind, keep your hand over the balls of red
coral or beside the 2 plates of acryl left and right side,
then direct this instrument to SW, and feel how the
energy starts floating through your mind and body! Some
people who have used it got rid of energy problems, got
rid of disturbances in their 2.nd chakra, better flow of
energy for sex and getting children.
One woman was told by the doctor “You will never have
children!” - she used first the fountain from Atlantis and
here aura energy changed completely, she was cleande.
Then she went to this deity instrument and was for a long
time in contact with divine forces. After this she was very
happy and she said, my whole body and mainly my
uterus is totally warmed up! 4 weeks later she was
pregnant.
Question of getting a child or not is ofter a question of
good or wrong energy, not at first of biological body.
I am shure, most of my instruments are in contact with
divine forces, with personal devas. This is what gives
them the power of freedom and of natural healing!
It is really great!
The little blue trumpet with 3 corail cristall balls is an
instrument based on the big trumpet, but it does not have
the power of the big one. It is more an instrument for
searching energies like a rod.

The golden caps of energypyramid C
can be used separately for exemple on
an office table to calm down the energy
in a room to be relaxed and
concentrated at once. Very attractive.

Artifical plant with flowers, made by copper tubes, copper
plaltes and cristals. They look like flowers and they are
working like flowers. They pick up energy from the room
they are in and transform it, and the the changed energy
comes out of the rods. It’s a simple transforming instrument.
2 feet high
2. This special cristall looks like the entrance of a temple
and while meditating on it you can go back into thepowers
of motehr earth where it came from. Very ancient, earthborn
energy, very quite, calming, giving good power to nerveaus
people. Can be placed everywhere, but best in a house with
an energypyramid. About 1 x 1 feet (bit more)
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3. My little “Ball-tree” with cristall balls. This is a very
interesting instrument for teaching about energy, Feng Shui,
coulours, and cristalls.
Normal position: There are 3 levels with each one 3 similar
balls, you can exchange all balls. But if you want to get
good energy, you need to place 3 black balls at the basi
level, 3 red ones at the middle level, and 3 qhite ones at the
top level. If you mix it up, you get strange energies. It you
put more and more dark coulours up and light coulours
down, you will get strange or bad energies, no good
feelings.
So we can show students, that every kind of stone, ist
coulour, ist relation to each other is important to have good
energy in a room or building! While teaching this way,
people learn to see and to feel all energies around them
and they feel what has to be changed. I like it very much!
It will be delivered with 9 cristall balls, but you can order it
with more sets of each set 3 balls from other kind of stones
to get more experiences. 2,5 feet high. Incl. Acrylset
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Cosmic communicator - the biggest one I have ever
made. Some years ago I got into contact with
extraterrestrial human race. I think I have told you about it
some month before. Very interesting instrument. To be
placed with ist direction to SW, just keep your hands inside
at the middle or from both sides at the end and then go into
meditation!
They will contact you. This race of strange humans is living
fare away on a planet similar to our earth, but more or less
like north africa, a desert, the planet is in the star
constellation of the eagle in the south-west hemisphere.
They are very much interested in contact with aliens like
me and you. They have a high developed technic of using
such instruments with really high teck cristals inside to
contact other aliens over mind power.
Ring of Fire - instrument for collecting and using positive
cristal energy, constructions always the same way, but
because of the stones always different. Every Ring of Fire
becomes a nest (bed) for devas. They like it so much, and
they will take care for you house. While changing the
stones you are disturbing them, and you can feel the
energy will become worst. So, just talk with them and ask
them to stay and take care for your householding and for
positive energy in your living rooms. You may place one in
your bed room to build up your your special energy for your
wife and you, just feeling good and with shelter against all
strange influences. Prices depend on value of cristals, new
pieces are always with gold galvanisation, Special healing extensor for working with 2 people or in a
group with energies. Place one person at each end of it,
keeping to the left two arms beside the antenna, and on
the right side 1 arm in between the antenna, so energy will
floate between the 2 people. The one at the right side can
send his energy to the other one for healing. While
changing the position of the cristall ball or exchange it
against other cristals you are changing the quality it the
energy which is transmitted. Nearly 2 yards long!

1.
Swinging circle to make vibrations of cristal balls
stronger, to have more power from cristal balls in
your home. About 1 feet in diameter,
2.
Accelerator for sending vibrations of cristal
balls
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3.
Cepter with pyramid of rock cristal for healing
and for getting free from negative influences,
different types, pyramid from rock cristal, balls
from rose rock etc. Can be used as a rod for
searching energies and water etc. New types only
incl. 2x galvanisation with nickel + gold,
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4.
Interdimensional door, very interesting for
working with students, if you grip inside behind,
there is nothing, but if you grip inside from the
front through the door, your hand will be in an
other level or dimension of energy.
You will get by exchange of the cristal balls
different levels for new experiences. All doors with
3 different cristal balls, New types with a bit
different construction.
All new types of this kind 3 + 4 are with goldening,
because gold surface gives more power to it.
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